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PROJECT TRIUMPH
Stepping forward to bring an AI
driven revolution to the blockchain.

Triumph is a block chain based
marketplace, where buyers and
sellers meet to carry out
operations involving digital goods
and assets with crypto currency
transactions. The unique
advantage here is an automatic
matching of users, basing on
straight AI approach.

It is a first ever artificial
intelligence marketplace in the
world, combining traditional and
smart contract, block chain, future
oriented ideas of connecting
people and performing operations
by analyzing users preferences.
Innovative token design increases
system performance to speed of
over 1000x compared to existing
protocols.

Innovation
The first cryptocurrency without blockchain
fluctuations leading to a stable and secure
marketplace.

Decentralised freedom
Instant operations without any centralized
system ensuring a seamless experience each
and every time.

Secure earnings for all
No transaction fees - Sellers enjoy 100% of
their earnings whilst their identity is fully
protected through advanced AI integration
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Place bets on chosen sporting
events to multiple your stake - Our
pro-tipsters will help guide you to
victory

Our pro-tipsters analyse the betting
markets to provide our users with
knowledge and insight of events
helping maximise your return on
investments

An exciting opportunity for users to multiply
their tokens through risked staking on real life
sporting events.

M
E

Multiplyer
2x correct bets = 3x return on
stake
3x correct bets = 5x return on
stake

Exciting
An exciting opportunity which
bridges the gap between crypto
staking and real life events Triumph are the first to offer this
level of entertainment in crypto.

1 MONTH

3 MONTH

6 MONTH

10% APY

40% APY

70% APY
Maximum rewards for
long term stakers

Tokens are locked for the
period of 1 months and
upon completion receive a
reward of 10% APY prorata

Tokens are locked for the
period of 3 months and
upon completion receive a
reward of 40% APY prorata

Tokens are locked for the
period of 6 months and
upon completion receive a
whopping reward of 70%
APY pro-rata

FIXED
STAKING
Earn $TRH by staking
your tokens.
Tokens are locked for a fixed period, should
they be withdraw from staking before
completion of fixed timeframe you forfeit any
APY that would have otherwise been accrued.

DECENTRALISED
APP
Our upcoming dApp will
offer financial utilities
linked to fiat currancy

USD

Users of Triumph's dApp will be able to swap a
wide range of existing popular tokens on the
Binance Smart Chain in exchange for $TRH.
$TRH can then be converted to fiat currency
and withdrawn to their bank offering a real life
banking exchange service for its users with flat
fee's of just $1 per transacation.
Details to be finalised in coming months.

GBP

EU

3 core fiat currencies
will be available for
withdrawal upon
launch - we plan to
expand this list as the
timeline progresses

TOKENOMICS
100bn token total
2.4% Core project
2.4% ICO Sale
7.8% to Proof of knowledge rewards
7.2% to team

6.6% to Reward stakers of $TRH
7.2% to Investors & partners
5.4% Burn

1 Token - 3 Utilities
Unlimited possibilities

SOCIAL
MEDIA
Please connect with our social media
profiles to stay up to date with the latest
development news.

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/TriumphToken-107035518585343/
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/CoinTriumph
Telegram:
https://t.me/TriumphToken
Website:
https://triumphcoin.io/

JOIN OUR
FOLLOWERS

Stay up to date
with the latest
news.

NEXT STEPS
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
DROP US A MESSAGE TODAY
SUPPORT@TRIUMPHCOIN.IO
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TOKENOMICS
TRANSPARENCY

Team Dev Wallet : 0xe685fc8f78a15f397bc1676f26065608545f45da
Partners Wallet : 0x65c9504d30a51f954bb1490e09744dab1284026b
POK Wallet : 0x4efc4de5f6249c7f934ded8093161f5b050d0515
Stake Wallet : 0x048b8f513a282ea3cf75fa629e8466243a321737
Core Project : 0x4e9d287baa56ec9a9bf324270230f056564c6334
Reward Wallet : 0x33c64aa6487d09dd5bb2db8809cdf591661e0691

TOKEN DETAILS

Smart Contract - 0x8f99d8a9dA753d74008C9490a8b57438A240eF98

Issuer - Triumph Team
Token Name - Triumph
Token Type - Utility Token
Blockchain - Binance Smart Chain
MAX Supply - 100,000,000,000TRH
Public Sale - $000031 - $000093
Pancake - Launch 25 May 2022
Apeswap - Launch 25 June 2022
MDEX - 6 June 2022
Soft Cap - $500000
Hard Cap - $900000

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1A. When, and Where Triumph's token gets listed?

4A. i didn't get tokens i've paid for, what i had to do?

1A. Triumph get listed on 25 May , 2022 to PancakeSwap and
ApeSwap

4A. In case you didn't get your tokens properly, wrote to as an email
at :
support@triumphcoin.io

2A. How Long takes presales?

5A. If I withdraw my tokens from Stake early will I lose APY?

2A. Presale is extended to 3 stages
stage 1 take 6 days 0.00031$/ 1 TRH
stage 2 take 13 days 0.00062$/ 1 TRH
stage 3 take 23 days 0.00093$/ 1 TRH

5A. Tokens are locked for a fixed period, should they be withdraw
from staking before completion of fixed timeframe you forfeit any APY
that would have otherwise been accrued

3A. is there any chart where customers can watch Token
evolution during PancakeSwap Listing?

6A.Who provide sport's events for Proof of Knowledge?

3A. Poocoin then paste Triumph's Smart Contract Address

6A.Our provider powered by protipsters.com analyze the betting
markets to provide our users with knowledge and insight of events

